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A decade of policy interest in Social Investment 



 
 

A brief history of the Social Investment Market in the UK 

 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Private or Charity sponsored social investors 

State funded or initiated social investors 

Social investment intermediaries 



Scale of Loan Funding in UK Charities, as part of liabilities on balance 
sheets 
• 1994/95 £1.16 billion 
• 2001/02 £1.7 billion 
• 2009/10 £3.5 billion 

 
... but, 75% of loans in large charities and loans are dwarfed by total assets 
of £90.2 billion  
(source: Civil Society Almanac with additional analysis by NCVO's David 
Kane) 
 
And, what further interest in loans is there? 
• 13,000 of 160,000 are charities dissatisfied with loan funding as it stands 
• remainder are either satisfied or do not see loan funding as relevant to 

their organisation 
(source: National Survey of Charities and Social Enterprise, 2010) 

 

Is the interest in lending to the sector warranted? 



 
"this is not about handouts - it is about encouraging a new, 
self-sustaining market to grow, free of state interference … 
Change in this market will not take place overnight, but it 
will be transformative in allowing social ventures to scale up 
and take on new challenges. We will do all we can to make 
it happen" (Frances Maude and Nick Hurd 2011). 
Foreword to Growing the Social Investment Market.  
 
'this should be seen as the start of continued in-flow of 
funds as more dormant account monies are released over 
time, and as the Big Society Bank leverages in private 
sector investment to provide a further boost to the social 
investment market. We believe this is the right approach to 
growing the amount of additional capital to the sector over 
time.' (George Osborne in a letter to Stephen Bubb, on 
setting up Big Society Capital) 
 
 
 
 

 

Policy Responses and Rhetoric to the 'Under Capitalised' 
Sector  



A Particular Vision of the Social Investment Market? 

Big Society Capital report: The First Billion: growth in UK 
Social Investment could reach £1 billion by 2016. 
 
Nick O'Donohoe, Chief Executive of Big Society Capital 
(2012): 'The UK is emerging as a pioneer in the use of private 
finance to deliver social good' 
 
Nick O'Donohoe, Head of Global Research, JP Morgan 
(2010) Impact Investments: as emerging asset class: 
• ...'impact investing offers a new alternative for channelling 

large scale private capital for social benefit' 
• estimates that 'globally size of this new asset class could 

be between $400bn and $1trillion' 
• upper estimates of profits put at $648 billion. 
 
The report was published two years after the financial and 
sub-prime crisis broke  

 



2002: Policy Announced in Cross Cutting Review. Funding for 
£125 million 
2003: delivery consortium announced (consortium including 
NCVO and Charity Bank) 
2004: opens for applications 
2005: fund increased to £215 million 
2006: responsibility transfers from ACU (Home Office) to OTS 
(Cabinet Office) 
2008: second delivery consortium announced (ACF as lead) 
and rebranded Social Investment Business 
2010 (January): Futurebuilders closes for new applications; 
£155 million of total investments made 
2010 (June): Nick Hurd confirms that future revenue 
payments from Futurebuilders (i.e. interest repayments) to be 
used for Community Organisers programme 

About Futurebuilders: a long time in politics? 



• 'matched pairs' analysis comparing FB investments to 
rejected applicants and a sector panel 

• 17 longitudinal case studies (three waves of fieldwork 
over five years) 

• stakeholder interviews (staff, committee members and 
external staff with policy and funding perspectives 

• surveys of unsuccessful applicants and investees 

• management information (applicants, loan performance, 
annual reviews, KPIs) 

 
 
 

Futurebuilders' evaluation research methods 



1. Sector 2. State 

3. Society 4. Market 

Benefiting 
Groups 

Is there evidence to support the level of policy interest in 
social investment? 



Comparative income growth: cumulative mean income change 
2001/02-2008/09 

 

1. Sector: 'matched pairs' analysis 

Source: CRESR/Guidestar UK/Charity Commission, February 2010 
Analysis undertaken by Chris Dayson, CRESR 



1. Sector: 'matched pairs' analysis 

Comparative expenditure growth: cumulative mean 
expenditure change 2001/02-2008/09 

 

Source: CRESR/Guidestar UK/Charity Commission, February 2010 
Analysis undertaken by Chris Dayson, CRESR 



Case study findings supported by Futurebuilders' reviews of investees.  
• 21% of investee organisations at risk 
• risk concentrated in smaller charities 

 

1. Sector: case study findings 

Group A Group B 
8 large charities 
 
• income over £1million per 

annum 
• had built organisational 

capacity 
• many had regional and national 

reach 
• not immune to unexpected 

procurement market shocks, 
but able to withstand them 

9 small charities 
 
• income under £1million per 

annum 
• 7 needed wide ranging 

organisational support (finance, 
management, marketing etc) 

• realisation of aims longer than 
expected and only after crises 

• 2 organisations did not progress 
and 1 closed 



 
 
 

2. State: contracts secured by investees 

Analysis of Contracts Data: 
 
• 102 investees (60%) had secured 459 contracts by Sept 2009: 
• 20% of organisations contributed 80% of contracts by value. 
• Over half of contracts secured from local authorities 
• Variable performance across service areas: concentration in 

health, education and youth services 
 
Case study research revealed: 
 
• alignment to mainstream budgets with commissioning 

opportunities 
• alignment to local and national priorities 
• success where demand for services outstrips supply 
• relationships mattered 
 



2. State: outcomes and exchequer savings 

Wide range of possible public sector cost savings identified 
 
• e.g. children staying out of long term care, reduction in GP 

appointments and hospital stays, increase in tax receipts, local 
and not out of area treatment available 

• benefits accrue to across public sector and not to primary 
commissioner 

 
Estimation of public sector savings 
 
• 5 out 6 cases revealed potential forecast savings over 5 and 10 years 

(repaying the investment) 
• 1 cases increased costs to the state (children receiving a service they 

previously did not get) 
• savings, in theory, offset costs of social investment 
 



• Types of Outcome 

3. Society: a diverse array of outcomes 

Crime Education & 
Learning 

Health & 
Social Care 

Children and 
Young People 

Community 
Cohesion 

Reduced 
reoffending 
 
Reduced local 
crime rates 
 
Increased 
employment 
 
Reduced drug 
dependency 
 
Improved 
health 

Improved 
quality of life 
 
Improved 
educational 
attainment 
 
Improved 
employment 
opportunities 
 
Wider 
acceptance of 
disability 

Improved 
quality of life of 
patients 
 
Savings in 
prescription 
costs 
 
Increased life 
expectancy 
 
Greater 
independent 
living 
 
Improved 
health 

Improved 
choices  
 
Greater 
employment 
for parents 
 
Improved 
mental health 
 
Improved 
quality of life 

Reductions in 
tension 
 
Increased 
cultural 
awareness 
and tolerance 
 
Reduced crime 
rates 
 
Improved 
access to 
services 
 
Greater 
citizenship 



• Problems of attributing outcome change to loans 
• Framework for appraisal and monitoring simplified to 

accommodate complexity 
• Investor assessment stopped short of impact: the wider 

benefit to society 
• ... but assessment of social impact is complex: 

– specialist interventions supporting very vulnerable groups 
– experimental and risky interventions  
– benefits only realised in the long term 

• Evidence raises questions for investor, investee and 
state 

3. Society: role of the social investor 



4. Market: two main issues considered 

... but an 
elephant in the 

room 

2. 
Financial 
returns 

1. Market 
failures 



4. Market: the case of market failure used in the Social 
Investment Green Paper 

 
Market 
Failure 

Imperfect 
Information 

Imperfect 
Competition 

Externalities Lack of 
Public 
Goods 

Cultural and 
behavioural 
barriers 

Issues i. Adverse 
selection 
ii. Moral 
Hazard 

i. High 
transaction 
costs 
ii. Barriers to 
entry/exit 
iii. Monopoly  
collusion 

i. Social 
returns to be 
valued and 
apportioned 
ii. No 
common 
measurement
/metrics 

i. No 
intermediary 
or industry 
associations 

i Lack of 
business 
skills 
ii. Approach 
to risk 

Evidence 
from Future-
builders 

Issues 
overcome 
through 
monitoring 
and appraisal 
 
... but with 
transaction 
costs 

Evidence to 
support  this 
case is weak 
 
 
 
... and weak 
bank  
regulation 

Pricing 
externalities 
is possible  
 
 
 
... but hugely 
problematic 
 

Associations 
help and are 
developing 
 
 
 
... but not the 
main barrier 

Organisation 
development 
does matter 
 
 
 
... but not 
easily 
overcome 



• Average payback period is 13 years; maximum 27 years 

• Default rate for 2005-10: 3.3%, but 21% of investments 
are at risk 

• Low compared to: 
– Community Development Finance Institutions' (CDFIs) lending to 

social enterprise: 4% 
– CDFIs' lending to micro businesses: 30% 
– Small Firms Loan Guarantee: 25-46% 
– US CDFIs: 20-30% 

• Caveats: 
– default and bad debt will rise 
– unknown impact of austerity 
– stance of social investor unknown (hard and soft loans/grants) 

 

4. Market: returns  



Click to edit Master title style 

 
 

4. Market: an elephant in the room? 

Evaluation findings When placed in context 
Futurebuilders stimulated part of the 
market 
But with high transaction costs 
And limited reach into the sector 
 

Financial crisis: banks further 
withdraw from the VCS market 
More fundamental issues around 
bank structure 
 

 



Sector State Society  Market 

Benefits 
concentrated in 
larger charities 

Concentration of 
contracts in larger 
charities 
 
Some evidence of 
public sector cost 
savings 
 
Requirement for 
procurement 
market stability? 

Diversity of 
complex outcomes 
 
Support to sector in 
areas of innovation, 
social risk and most 
vulnerable 
 
Attribution hard to 
assess and 
standardise 

Overcomes a range 
of key market 
failures 
 
But does not touch 
central issues 

Lesson: Support to 
develop capacity 
matters 

Lesson: Local 
state's role key, but 
in face of cuts? 

Lesson: Scope to 
improve 
demonstration of 
outcomes 

Lesson: Benefits 
come with 
transactions costs 
 
Lesson: Not 
enough to address 
under 
capitalisation? 

Summary of evidence 



What might the future hold - a particular vision of social 
investment? 

Growing the Social Investment Market green paper: 
• the Bank [Big Society Capital] must help prove that 

putting money into social ventures can generate both 
social impact and real financial returns. This is vital for 
building market confidence in what is a new ‘asset class’.  

• Externalities are central to the social investment 
market.... An efficient market would develop a means of 
pricing and thus internalising externalities. 

• Problems hinder [...]  pricing in externalities in the social 
investment market  



JP Morgan (2010) Impact investments: an emerging asset 
class: 
• "Specifically we propose that an emerging asset class ... 

encourages the development and adoption of standardized 
metrics, benchmarks, and/or ratings" 

• "These characteristics are present for such asset classes 
as hedge funds or emerging markets" 

• "Increasingly, entrants to the impact investment market 
believe they need not sacrifice financial return in exchange 
for social impact. Indeed, many have a regulated, fiduciary 
duty to generate risk adjusted returns that compete with 
traditional investments." 
 

What might the future hold - advocates of social investment 
as an asset class 



• Different ideas of social investment, reflecting: 
– competing understandings of markets 
– the priority given to social outcomes or market returns 
– the position of the state, market and sector 

• The importance of measurement 
– the rise of 'outcome metrics' such as social return on investment 
– problems with outcome measurement 

• Different forms of evidence in the debate 
– evaluative research evidence 
– social and organisational research 
– financial market research 

Conclusion 
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